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Philosophy

Background

EnsemblART´s initial approach was to find
unfamiliar ways of telling stories by creating new
aspects of communication, free from predisposed
forms. Finding One´s Innermost Voice became
our guiding motive, because we believe that it
can be found in any form of expression. Also, we
wanted to address voice containment in a social,
political and personal context.

Cristina and Elisabeth having Greek roots - the
song “Sto Perigiali To Krifo”, by Mikis Theodorakis
and Nobel Prize literature laureate Giorgos Seferis,
built a first arc in the storyline of our performance.
Its original title being „Arnisi (Denial)”, it became
a hymn of resistance during military dictatorship
in Greece 1967-1974, where individual human
voice was politically suppressed. The first verse is a
metaphor for limitation, the second for resistance,
and the third for freedom through the embrace of
change.

Our process was fueled by following questions:
• What do we understand as
One’s Innermost Voice?

Transformed into narrative and artistic language,
our creative process became more specific:
Showing speech loss and recovery, without
primarily using words.

• Are we able to express it in personal life,
work, and art?
• What enables and what hinders us to do so?

• What forms and dynamics can we serve?

The theme “body respect” inspired the answer
and made us open the vocal range from verbal
language to the wide fields of physical and
musical language. Whereas the interdisciplinary
approach mirrored the variability of our guiding
motive.

• How can we stage the initial conflict
and final relief?
• What does the journey between those key
moments look, sound, feel like?
• And how can we make it accessible to our
audience?

BODY VOICES became the story of two characters (the actress experiencing
the loss of her speech, and her body being the key to winning it back) and
their alter egos (Cello and Guitar).
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Characters
Elisabeth Kanettis

actress / vocals, choreographer
I experienced voice dysfunction myself, and
was inspired to interweave my story into our
collective work. Observing this frightening and
limiting experience during my acting studies,
made me face first struggles, boundaries I had
to cross, (sense)memories I actually didn´t
want to reenter. The confrontation with the
actual performance of loss on a physical level,
naturally included its uncomfortable, ugly,
vulnerable nature - something that human
beings tend to hide, rather than expose.
But my driving force was the interface between
such private moments and music’s power of
making them unbiasedly accessible for the
audience. For my character, music becomes
the link to understanding and using her body’s
language again. The lyrics, the actress is lacking
in the beginning, find their way back through
singing the melody of “Sto Perigiali To Krifo” in
connection with her body.

Cristina Basili
alter ego / cellist

Witold Lutoslawskis “Sacher Variations” is one
of 12 commissioned pieces for Paul Sacher the melodic theme arising from his surname’s
letters: S (E flat) - A - C - H (B) - E - Re (D).
As single letters become musical notes, our
protagonist fails to vocalize first words, then letters. Her stumbling is interrupted by the cellos
first note “S (E flat)” and musical sound successively absorbs vocal expression. The strong
rhythmic patterns in Lutoslawskis work, force
the actress to replace words with body percussion and regain a connection to her body. For
me as a musician, who has been performing
this piece soloistic, the transformation from
monologue to dialogue gave this performance
a completely new tone. Me and my music
weren’t merely soloists anymore, but part of
something bigger, an essential component
within human instinct that has been superimposed by civilization - the voice of its body.
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Timotej Kosovinc

alter ego / guitarist, composer
Composing “Cavatina”, parallel to the creative
interaction within our collective, was a unique
task to identify myself with the story on an
emotional level. Interdisciplinary thinking raised
spiritual and practical questions in the field of
performing arts:
How does my composition incorporate the
story? How can I stimulate the performers to
dance? How do their dance and acting affect my
music? What kind of piece reflects the previous
inner conflict that we experienced in the “Sacher
Variations” and at the same time the quality of
relief and allowing? Representing the turning
point of trust in our performance, “Cavatina”
leads the actress from despair towards harmony with her body. In Piazzolla’s “Libertango”, the
confrontation flows into an energetic agreement
at eye level, and finally results in the return of
the actress’ speech when singing “Sto Perigiali
To Krifo”.

Barbara Jurcsa

body / dancer, choreographer
I´ve been inspired and challenged by the
essential role of the body, trying to stay connected to my inner voice and at the same time
open and receptive to the voices around me.
In the beginning of our rehearsal process,
Elisabeth and I were facing difficulties with
different dancing backgrounds. Also, I joined
the project after the male dancer was unavailable due to the pandemic. Thus, we had to find
a new language of movement - in the shortest
amount of time. Both leaving familiar ground
and facing insecurities in new territory. What
helped us, was the realization that these struggles perfectly mirrored the core of our story
- finding one´s voice. I particularly enjoyed the
close interaction with the musicians - dancing
to Timoteij’s “Cavatina” the first time moved me
to tears. I had goose bumps all the way through
and could feel the vibration of each chord on
my skin, the musician´s energy feeding my
movement.
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“I am your body. Your inner voice. Your voice of

“As a creator my passion is to capture what I

truth. Don’t push me aside with your rationality,

see, feel and hear in the moment and wrap it

your belief systems, your ego. Come and meet

into a holistic sensual experience for everyone

me. As in meeting me you will meet yourself.

involved. BODY VOICES challenged me to build

Don’t be scared. Trust me. I will show you. You

a visual bridge between music, dance and word

are safe. You are me. I am you.”

with all the tools and techniques available.”

- Barbara Jurcsa

- Marcus Weber cinematographer & editor

How to reach us
EnsemblArt
elisabethkanettis.com/ensemblart

c.basili@hotmail.com
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